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● Co-founder of Field, a UX 
consultancy working with 
primarily Healthcare clients

● UX 101 at Creative Circus

● Teach portfolio and resume 
workshops @journeyintoux

Hi! 

I’m Jenny.



“If they don’t   
  stand out in 
  some unique 
  way, it’s just any 
  other portfolio.”
— Julia Lopez, Talent Acquisition Consultant



Goals of the 
workshop

We’ll cover:

● Portfolio Dos and Don’ts

● How to be authentic to 
increase job leads

● What hiring managers are 
looking for

● The Case Study approach to 
portfolios



Today’s 
Agenda

9:00 - 10:15 AM

● Introductions
● Portfolio Dos and Don’ts
● Your North Star Vision
● Soft Skill Strengths
● Break (5 minutes)

10:20 - 11:40 AM

● Portfolio Case Study Framework

11:40 - 12:00 PM

● Workshop Wrap up
● Q & A



Introductions
Tell us:

● Your name
● Where are you now in your 

career?
● Why are you here today?



Portfolio Dos 
and Don’ts



It’s not 
about you

● Who is your audience?

● What are hiring 
managers’ goals?

● What are they trying 
to accomplish?

● Show empathy for them

● Help reduce their risk in hiring



Navigation

● Easy to navigate

● Clear hierarchy and labeling 
of pages, projects, and sections

● Steer readers in the direction 
you want them to go in.



Visual Design
● Don’t be sloppy but also no 

need for pixel perfection

● Add sketches, diagrams, and 
photos to support your story



Your through-line is an important marker of identity. It’s a grounding element that helps you refine your vision, and it provides a sense of 
purpose and drive for your work. A compelling, authentic voice is rooted in a strong sense of identity. Have you ever stopped to consider when 
you have been most engaged and effective? When have others responded most profoundly or resonated most deeply with you? Or, perhaps 
most telling of all, when have you felt the most alive when engaged in the process of creating something of value? Connecting these dots can 
help you discern the through-line for your work. It’s often not what it may appear to be on the surface or to others.

BAD...



Your through-line is an important marker of 
identity. It’s a grounding element that helps you 
refine your vision, and it provides a sense of 
purpose and drive for your work. A compelling, 
authentic voice is rooted in a strong sense of 
identity. 

Have you ever stopped to consider when you have 
been most engaged and effective? When have 
others responded most profoundly or resonated 
most deeply with you? Or, perhaps most telling of 
all, when have you felt the most alive when 
engaged in the process of creating something of 
value? Connecting these dots can help you discern 
the through-line for your work. It’s often not what 
it may appear to be on the surface or to others.

GOOD!



About you

● Talk about your “UX philosophy”

● Why do you care about UX?

● Tell a story about your
transition from another field

● Show off your soft skills

● List organizations you’re
affiliated with.



“People don’t buy 
   what you do, they 
   buy why you do it. 
   You will attract 
   those that believe 
   in what you believe.”

— Simon Sinek



Exercise:
Your North Star Vision



Your 
North Star 

Vision

Imagine your future working self 
and write down what it is.

● Get specific. Be as descriptive as 
possible. 

● What is your UX philosophy?
● What future role are you in?
● What type of company are you 

working for? 
● Who are you working with? 

Describe the team.
● What are you working on?



Let’s share!



Exercise:
Soft Skill Strengths



Three characteristics of soft skills:

● Rules for mastering this skill is 
not black and white

● The skill is portable and valuable 
to any job or career

● Mastering the skill is ongoing

What are 
soft skills?

And why are 

they important?



Generally, two types:

● Self-Management Skills
● People Skills

What are 
soft skills?

And why are 

they important?



I am really 
good at 

_______ .



Break



The Case Study Approach



Why a
case study?

● Shows credibility through 
the Why, not just the How

● Displays self-awareness and 
ability to reflect

● Projects rarely go according 
to plan

● Reduces risk for the hiring 
manager by building trust



#1
Talk about 

your process ● Explain how you went 
about the work

● Tell a story that draws 
your reader in



#1
Talk about 

your process
● Focus on objectives and 

outcomes of the project, 
not just the activities

● Elaborate on the challenges 
you faced



#2
Paint a 
picture

● Show the messy work that 
took place - e.g. notebook 
sketches and whiteboard 
concepts

● Photos of collaborative 
meetings and workshops



#3
Testimonials ● Testimonials or quotes 

from colleagues build trust

● Pull from kudos you’ve received, 
performance review comments, 
or LinkedIn recommendations



Project Case Study 
Framework



Let’s get to work



Pair up!



1
Describe your project along with 
the project activities.

● What was your role?

● What were the goals and     
objectives of the project?

● Who was the end user and what 
were they trying to achieve?

● How were decisions made     
about the activities that you
(or your team) pursued?



2
What were the project 
deliverables?

● List 2 to 3 deliverables.

Examples:

- Wireframes
- Research findings
- Journey maps
- Visual design comps

● Describe the purpose of each 
deliverable.



3
What challenges did you 
(or your team) face?

● What assumptions did you     
make at the beginning of 
the project?

● What did you not understand?

● When did things get messy?

● How did you approach the 
challenge?

● How did you adapt?



4
What was the outcome of the 
project?

● Was the project successful?     
Why or why not?

● What impact did the project 
have for your company/client 
and the end user?

● Do you have specific KPIs (Key 
Performance Indicators) or 
metrics to share?



5 Now that the project is done, 
what reflections would you like 
to share?

● What did you learn?

● What would you do differently?

● What next steps would you    
recommend for the project?



6
Homework:

Include testimonials, quotes, 
kudos, performance reviews, 
and/or LinkedIn recommendations 
that support your case study.



Wrap up



Next!

Put these on your To Do list:

● Have someone proofread your 
portfolio

● Get feedback from a senior 
UX professional

● Negotiate project NDAs for your 
next project ahead of time

● Keep a journal while working 
on a project



THANK YOU!

Join the Journey Into UX newsletter 
and learn about future workshops
and one-on-one portfolio reviews.

Journeyintoux.com


